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The object of the investigation was to determine the
characteristics of the magnetic fuel injection valve as re-
gards weight of fuel injected per stroke, regularity and
reproducibility of spray penetration* and the start of in-
jection and duration of valve opening under various conditions
of speed* pressure and condenser charge.
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DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS
The magnetic injection valve 1b shown in section in Figure 1. It
consists of a needle valve stem with a small projecting shoulder brazed
to its end* a plunger core which acts as guide for the needle * an armature
with twelve crosswise magnetic laminations in it, which surrounds the
plunger core, and a laminated pole core through which the electrical wind-
ing of 40 turns of Mo, 20 wire passes. The valve needle, plunger core,
and armature pass through a hole drilled in the pole core at right angles
to the laminations of the pole core and armature. The armature is free
to move axially through a distance of .033 Inches, before coming into con-
tact with a stop. There is .005 inches clearance between the end of the
armature and the face of the shoulder on the valve stem. Therefore, the
mrmature lifts the needle after .005 inches of travel and the needle has
a total lift of .028 inches. The needle is held against its seat by a
spring acting against the end of the stem, and the armature Is held in
place by another spring. When the armature is in place, its magnetic
laminations do not line up with the magnetic laminations of the pole
core. Thus, when an electrical current flows through the coil, lines of
flux are set up In the pole core laminations and the laminations of the
armature. These flux lines produce a force tending to reduce the re-
luctance of the core by moving the armature axially and aligning the
armature laminations with those of the pole core, thus lifting the needle.
The entire inner portion of the body Is filled with oil under pressure
(the oil surrounds valve stem, plunger, armature, and springs). The
valve stem has an axial passageway milled in its surface to allow the oil
to reach the valve face. When the valve lifts, the oil is forced through
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this passageway and thence through an orifice .02? inches in dimeter
into the cylinder.
The electrical current necessary for operation of the valve it
supplied "by the discharge of condensers. The condensers are alternately
charged by a 24-volt storage battery and discharged through the r.bove
Mentioned coil by means of breaker points operated by a earn shaft. In
the test apparatus there was one condenser of 700-mierofarads and three
of 200-microfarads capacity* any or all of which could be connected in
parallel by means of single pole, single throw, knife-blade switches,
as shown in wiring diagram, Figure 3.
The apparatus used in testing the magnetic injection waive Is
shown in Figure 2. The apparatus consisted of a variable speed motor,
A, directly connected to a shaft, on one end of which was mounted the
breaker points, B. The breaker points serve to alternately charge con-
densers* C, from the storage battery, D, and discharge the condensers
through the coil of the magnetic injection valve, S. Fuel was supplied
to the magnetic valve as follows. A fuel tank, F, was mounted on one
platform of a balance to permit measurement ot the weight of fuel in-
jected. The balance was fitted with two mercury bath contact switches
so that at the Instant balance was obtained the circuit was closed and
a small neon light, G, was illuminated. Fuel flowed either by gravity
or by action of the fuel transfer pump, E, to filter, J, and thence to
the high pressure pump, K, (not clearly shown in Figure 2). From the
pump the fuel passed, under pressure, to a reservoir, I, and thence to
the the magnetic valve which Injected it Into the spray chamber, K.
Another fuel line connected the reservoir with the regulator! X. The
regulator was an adjustable, soring-loaded, by-pass valve which allowed
the pressure of the fuel supplied to the magnetic valve to be varied.
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This range of variation was from two hundred or three hundred pounds
per scjuare inch to thirty*-seven hundred pounds per square inch, the
maximum capacity of tho high pressure pump. The relator discharged
the bypassed fuel to the fuel tank. A schematic diagram of the fuel
system is shown in Figure 4.
On the opposite end of the motor 3haft from the Breaker points
was mounted an adjustable, calibrated* rotary spark gap, 0, which con-
trolled the instant of illumination of the spray by a neon light, P.
The neon light illuminated the spray chamber through an opening in the
top. Electrical power for the neon light was supplied by transformers
and kenotron tubes, Q. Stroboscopic illumination was thus obtained. The
wiring diagram of the power circuit and stroboscopic circuit is shown in
Figure 5.
devolutions were recorded by a counter, R, which was operated
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The testa were conducted with oil having the following ehar>cter-
iatlcat
Gravity (at 71. 6°*) dagreoe API 32.1
Viscosity (at 71.6°T) S.U.S. 41.0
Surface tension, dyne a/em 28.9
In conducting the Investigation, the fuel in the system was adjusted to
the following pressures, measured at the reservoir: 1000, 1500, 2000,
2600, 3000, and 3700 pounds per square inchi the speeds used were 300 f
500, 700, 900, 1100, and 1300 revolutions per minute for each of the above
pressures; and at the following condenser capacities for each of the above
pressures and speeds) 1300, 1100, 900, 700, find 600 microfarads. In ad-
dition to the above, additional tests were run at 2500 lbs per stoore inch
pressure and all the above speeds for condenser capacities of 1460, 1760,
1960, 2160, and 2360 microfarads.
The method of running a teat was as follower the regulator was ad-
justed to give the desired pressure with the desired condenser capacity
and at the desired -speed, then the weights on the balance were adjusted
until the fuel platform was slightly heavy. When sufficient fuel had been
injected to cause the scales to balance, as shown by the small neon light,
G, the revolution counter was engaged -md a atop watch started. A weight
of C.l pound, or 0.2 pounda, waa removed from the platform balance at thia
ti.rke. Speed was kept conatant throughout the run by means of the motor
field rheostat and a tachometer. Then the scales balanced again, aa shown
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The pressure, speed, and condenser capacity were kept constant
and the rotary spark gap adjusted -until the fuel was seen to be just
starting to emerge from the valve orifice. The dial (0, J"ig. 2), cal-
ibrated in degrees, was read, and this point recorded. The spark gap
(0, Fig. 2) was adjusted to a position one degree later and the penetration
of the tip of the spray cone read on the scale in the spray chamber. Kead-
lagl of penetration were made at one degree intervals until the end of
injection, as shown by the breaking of the spray cone at the nozsle.
The above procedure was repeated for all combinations of pressure,
speed, and condenser capacity stated above.
It should be noted that in all cases where speed is referred to in
this paper, camshaft speed (injections v^ minute) is meant, and not engine
crankshaft speed.
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In general, it is found that fuel injection systems for solid
injection Diesel engines may be divided into two general types! the
common rail system and the Jerk-pump system. The common rail system
consists of a reservoir which serves as a common supply source for all
cylinders and from which separate fuel lines lead to the injection valves
of the several cylinders. The injection valves in this system arc
actuated by some positive method (cams* etc.)and the fuel in the reser-
voir is kept at the designed pressure by a single pump. The capacity of
the reservoir is very large in comparison to the amount of fuel injected.
Pressure surges set up in the fuel line as each valve opens are quickly
damped out and are of negligible effect, as is shown by the DcJuhass
analysis given in Figure 10 (a and b)and Appendix X. The magnetic
injection valve system is of this type* the electric operation of the
valve serving to give a positive , practically instantaneous • opening mad
closing of the needle valve as contrasted with the slower action of the
earn-actuated valve.
The Jerk-pump system has a separate high pressure pump for each
cylinder , each with its direct lead to the injection valve it supplies.
The injection valve is spring loaded and opens when the fuel pressure
built up by the Jerk-pump in the line exceeds the spring pressure of the
valve. The pump discharges fuel into the line to the valve during only
a smell portion of the stroke, and the fuel discharged from the pump is
by-passed to the supply system during the remainder of the stroke. The
Numbers in parentheses refer to references given in the Bibliography.
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interval daring which the pump dischargee into the fuel line to the
(?)
valve is controlled by the operator. Investigations**' have* shown
quite definitely that there are pressure surges in these systems of
such b sgnitude as to cause the valve to open and ehut repeatedly during
the desired period of injection with consequent irregularities In the
amount of fuel injected and in spray penetration. In spite of these
disadvantages » however, the jerk-pump system is in wide use on small
engines.
In analysing the performance of the magnetic injection valve.
it is found that three variables! speed* pressure, and condenser eaoacity,
control its performance. In the laboratory all these may be varied by
the operator* but in actual practice the Injection pressure for an engine
le a constant* the epeed varies with the load* and the oondenser charge
is the only variable which may be controlled by the operator. When the
effect of these three vari bles upon: (A), quantity of fuel injected;
(i), point at which Injection starts; (C). duration of injection! and
(D), penetration* was considered* the following results were found.
bmitsr 0QO mlermfareas • em* whes tested at a eemdemeer mmpmmttjr
A, - Quantity of fuel injected. - If the magnetic injection valve
OTmfmrade. tarn valve did net open.
Is considered as a simple orifice* ooen only during a small portion of
fhs) vartatUn ef current in t>w valve oe
each stroke* and it is considered that the opening and closing of the
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valve is instantaneous* it may be expected that the weight of fuel in-
sin* of the valve, is emoem la Figure 7. Tme •
jected per stroke will vary with the pressure according to the efflux
remt en by Uss ecus tion (erne ABpemdl?
equation:
I B C AK \) 9£ . 3 &44( P"PQl lbs/second, where
A o area of the orifice in square feet
X » weight density of the fuel, pounds per cubic foot
C » discharge coefficient
B/wtr
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R m .4 ohms
2c* 24 volts
G » 1300 microfarads and 600 microfarads
An inspection of Figure 7 will show that for the same circuit resistance*
hut for different condenser capacities (1300 and 600 microfarads in Fig-
ure 7), the point of opening of the valve varies hut little with change
in capacity. The variation in duration of opening (as shown in Figure 6)
is almost entirely due to a change in the time of closing. The valve
closes earlier as the c ndensar capacity is decreased.
The dotted curve (C si 1300 mfds. R = ,6 ohms) in Figure 7 demon-
strates the effect of increasing the resistance in the circuit. This in-
crease in resistance has a negligible effect on the points of opening and
closing of the valve* hut it serves to damp out the oscillating current.
This characteristic could he put to great advantage in the case of a
circuit so tuned that its succeeding osclll .tions, aft»?r the first, would
he so large as to again lift the needle. The use of an increased resis-
tance would he effective in preventing more than one injection per suction
stress.
In general* the quantity of fuel injected varies as predicted*
Figure 6 (a to f ) shows the weight of fuel injected per stroke for various
speeds and condenser capacities* at constant pressures* while Figure 9
(a to d) shows the weight of fuel injected per stroke for various speeds
and pressures for constant condenser capacities. Figure 8a (3700 lbs/sq.
inch pressure) shows a smooth contour* while the other figures of Figure 8
show "valleys* at various points on their surfaces, the most apparent being
the "volley" at 1100 injections/minute in Figure 8c (2500 lbs/sq. inch
pressure). In attempting to fix a or use for the appear; nee of these
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"allays" in the various curves, the following possibilities were in-
vestigated J (1) pressure surges in the line between the reservoir and
the magnetic valve , momentarily affecting the flow by reducing the value
of the pressure term in the efflux equation; (2) presence of possible
resonant conditions in the system; (3) the effect of the vibrations of
the spring-mass system of the pressure regulator (bypass) H, upon the
hydraulics of the system; and (4)* the possibility that at low condenser
capacities • the force of the magnetic flux was insufficient to keep the
valve wide open during the full period of injection.
The effect of possible pressure surges was the first considered*
-:nd an investigation was made by means of a graphical analysis developed
by De Juhassr '. The results of this analysis are shown graphically
in Figures 10 (a andb), and the full analysis of the surges at two
different pressures is *»iven in Appendix X. An inspection of Figure
10 (b) will show that for the two pressures selected (3700 lbs/sq. inch
and 2600 lbs/sq. inch), there is a large pressure drop during the first
surge (tine equal to 2 L/a) which is rapidly damped out. The magnitude
of the pressure variation in the line for the reservoir pressure of 3700
lbs/sq. inch is greater than for the reservoir pressure of 8500 lbs/sq.
inch. However, Figure 8a (3700 lbs/sq. inch pressure) shows no "valley",
while Figure 8c (2500 lbs/ so. inch) shows a deep valley at this speed
(1100 injections per minute). This would seem to Indicate that possible
pressure surges in the line do not cause these Irregularities in weight
of fuel injected.
An inspection of Figures 8 and 9 shows no apparent continuity
or relationship between the several variables at points where the various
"valleys* occur. However, it was found th*t certain conditions of
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ANALYSIS OF PRESSURE SURGES
IN INJECTION VALVE SYSTEM

15.
pressure i speed* nd condeng >r capacity* it was impossible to prevent
fluctuation! of the pressure in the system, as evidenced by the fluc-
tuation* of the needle of the pressure gage. This is believed to have
been caused by a resonant condition between the spring-Mass system of
the regulator* N* and the rest of the system under these conditions of
speed and pressure. These fluctuations were about twenty-five lbs/sq.
inch above and below the desired ressure. These fluctuations were
undottbtedly indicative of pressure variations in the system which* at
resonant frequencies* could have attained comparatively large magnitudes.
This belief is borne out by the surfaces of Figure 8. Figure 8a (3700
lbs/sq. inch pressure) shows the effect of speed and condenser capacity
upon weight of fuel injected at full pump pressure} that is* with the
regulator gogPlftWy £XS3S^* and therefore* fiojfc. la i&S. £££&&• In all
other diagrams of Figure 6* the regulator Is in use to some decree and
irregularities in weight of fuel injected are evident In each figure.
Therefore, It is believed that most* if not all, of these irregularities
are caused by the regulator. Since the regulator is not a part of the
Magnetic injection valve system* but simply a laboratory device in-
stalled to permit the attaining of various pressures in the analysis of
the operation of this valve, its deficiencies are not properly charge-
able to the magnetic valve. It is believed that a regulator. Installed so
as to throttle the supply to the high pressure pxaxp, would be so far re-
moved from the magnetic valve as to obviate any possibility of a re-
currence of these effects in a further investigation along the same lines.
Figure 7 (current versus time) Indicates thnt for a condenser
capacity of 600 microfarads* the current in the coil of the magnetic:
valve does not greatly exceed that current necessary to open the valve.
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Thus, it is conceiv ble that there might be occasions when th« valve is
aot opened fully* or although once opened, has a tendency to close early.
However, pictures of the spray and visual examination of the spray during
the progress of this investigation have failed to disclose any evidence
of such intermittent operation nt this low capacity. In addition* ir-
regularities are noted in several Instances at condenser capacities above
600 microfarads* when the current in the coil is of such value as to
preclude any possibility of this factor causing these irregularities.
Therefore, it is felt that the small current at the low condenser capac-
ities is not a cause of these irregularities.
In Figure 8 (c), the surface is extended to a condenser capacity
of 2360 microfarads. This surface is quite flat and smooth* and indicates
that for the valve Investigated* any increase of condenser capacity be-
yond 1300 microfarads is unnecessary.
B. - Point of start of injection. - Theoretically* the point of
opening of the valve should not vary with pressure. According to Figure 7
(plot of the current in coll as a function of time) the variation of the
time of opening with change in condenser capacity is negligible. The
point of opening of the valve varies directly with speed. Table I shows
the point of opening of the valve (injection delay)* based on 36° (on
rotary spark gap dial) as aero point. Yithln experimental limits* this
table shows that there is no change In the injection delay with change in
condenser capacity* and that the change in injection delay varies linearly
with speed. The change in injection delay with variation in pressure shows
that the delay was notably greater for pressures of 1500, 3000* and 2500
lbs per sq. inch than it was for pressures of 1000* 3000* and 3700 lbs
per sq. inch. The test runs were made in the following order t 1500* 2000*
si f*J w MMJ sag* si #1 tftflrff
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2600 • 3000* 3700, .and 1000 lbs per aq. inch. This fact suggests that some
ehange occurred in the ndjustment of the valve or that the spark gap ad-
justment changed after the 2600 Ids per eq. inch run was conpleted. The
discrepancy in injection delay can fee accounted for in no other way.
TABLB I
Injection Delay (From 36 ) in Degrees
Condenser







1300 .2 1.7 2.2 3.8 6.5 7.5
1100 .3 1.8 2.2 3.9 6.5 7.??
900 .3 1.8 2.2 4.0 6.5 8.0
700 .6 1.9 2.5 3. 6.8 8.1
600 .7 2.0 2.8 4.4 7.5 8.7
1300 1.3 3.3 4.3 5.4 8.9 9.0
1100 1,4 3.2 4.5 5.4 8.9 9.2
900 1.6 -. 4.5 5.5 8.9 9.1
700 1.5 3.8 5.0 5.5 8.8
,
600 1.5 3.6 6.2 6.5 9.2 10.2
1300 1.0 2.6 3.6 6.6 6.7 7.8
1100 1.2 2.6 3.8 6.3 6.7 8.9
900 1. 2.6 4.0 6.3 6.7 9.0
700 1.3 2.8 4.2 6.1 6.8 9.2
6^0 1.4 2.9 4.2 6.2 7.9 10.3
1300 1.2 2.7 3.5 5.0 7.0 7.5
1100 1.3 2.8 3.5 5.0 7.0 7.6
900 1.6 2.7 3.7 6. 7.1 7.7
700 1.4 2.8 3.7 5.0 7.2 7.7
600 1.6 3.0 3.9 5.8 7. 8.0
1300 .1 2.1 3.4 4.9 5.8 6.9
1100 .2 2.1 3.3 5.0 6.1 V
900 .3 2.1 3.3 5.0 6.2 7.0
.6 2.1 3.6 6.2 6.0 7.5
600 .? 2.5 3.8 5.2 6.3 7.8
1300 2.3 3.6 6.1 6.0 7.2
1100 2.5 3.2 5.1 6.2 8.0
900 .2 2.5 3.2 5.3 6.3 8.2
70C .3 2.3 3. 6.6 6.5 8.2




















C. - Duration of injection. - Figure 6 shows the variation in the
duration of injection (duration of opening) of the magnetic *&*« with
change in condenser capacity, and at constant pressures. Cnrres of
observed duration are shown for each of the six test pressures. Values
used for each curve are the mean of values observed at the several speeds
used in the investigation. These curvet have the same general shape for
all pressures and It is believed that the variation in duration of open-
ing at the different pressures is due to the effect of the pressure
gradient in the oil (due to flow) acting on the button which is brased
to the valve stem. This pressure difference is greater at the higher
values and therefore closes the valve more quickly* thus shortening the
duration of opening.
Two other curves are shown in Figure 6* one (a) being a curve made
up of the calculated duration of opening based on the current equation
(Appendix 1), and one (b) being calculated from observed values of weight
of oil injected at a pressure of 3700 lbs/sq. inch. In calculating the
values for the latter curve s a coefficient of discharge of 0.8 is used*
(3 •*»* 4)
although this coefficient way vary between 0.65 and 0.82v . If
a lower coefficient of discharge were used, instead of 0.8, the resulting
curve* while retaining the shape and slope of (b) as plotted, would more
nearly approximate the height of (a). Comparing curve (b) (c m .8) with
the curve of observed values (3700 lbs/sq. inch) it is found that the two
are similar in shape and elope. Furthermore* curve (b) shows a duration of
injection of >Vbout 75 x 10"s seconds less than the observed curve. The
observed values are, in reality* the time from the beginning of oil flow
as observed at the valve tip until the end of that flow is noted. There-
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particles flow at a reduced Telocity since their laoraentum it the only
force propelling then: the pressure differential, which causes the flow*
hawing becoxae aero at the instant the needle waive closed. It is be-
liewed that curve (b) is very nearly the curve of «ctual duration of
opening of the valve.
Curve (a) has a minima value of 96 x 10~ seconds at 600 micro*
farads and a maximum value of 167 x 1CT5 seconds a% 1300 microfarads.
The curve closely approaches a straight line, hut is slightly convex
upwards. Curve (b) has a minimum value of 21 x 10-5 seconds at 600
microfarads and a maximum value ef 114 x 10"8 seconds at 1300 microfarads.
In the Interval from 600 to 700 microfarads, the slope is quite steep
»
but from 700 to 1300 microfarads the slope decreases gradually until it
is quite small at 1300 microfarads. This deviation of actual values
from those valuet predicted by the current flow is due to the Inertia of
the valve stem* armature* and springs, and to the force of the friction
of the oil pasting these parte. When the valve is closed, the force ex-
erted by the flux lines is the only force tending to open the valve,
while the spring force and the lnartla of the movable parts of the valve
tend to oppose the opening. The inertia thus tends to make the valve
open later than It would otherwise. This effeot Is most pronounced at
the lowest condenser capacity, as Figure 7 shows, for the force avail-
able to open the valve at 600 microfarads is only slightly in exoess of
the force required. At the higher Oapacitiet the available force it
much greater than that required. After the valve is opened the forces
tending to close it are those due to: (1), compression of the spring,
(2), the pressure gradient In the oil due to flow acting on the button,



































































2500 lbs/square inch, 600 injections per minute




600 microfarads (4 inches). Figure 13 shows pictures taken with valve
operating at 2600 lbs/sq. Inch, 1100 microfarads, at a time of .002
seconds after start of injection, and at v rious speeds. The pictures
show tha spray for speads of (from top to bottom)* 1200, 1000, 800, 600,
and 400 injections par minute. Tha penetration at first glance appears
•lightly irregular, out when it is considered that at 1000 rpm (the speed
at which tha greatest irregularity occurs in the pictures), a difference
in setting of one degree means about 2l. inches i±ft9T&n<M in penetration,
the deviation from the average of about 1-^ inches at these speads it
easily explained. The vibration of the apparatus (at higher speeds)
between the time of setting the spark gap and of taking the picture could
have caused this change. In addition, any variation in tha printing of
the picture tends to change tha amount of the feathery tip of the spray
that is shown ?nd thus change the penetration slightly.
All the pictures of tha spray in Figure b 12, 13, and 14 are time
exposures and therefore are not pictures of single sprays, but of several
sprays.
In the practical use of this magnetic injection valve, a condenser
of const nt capacity will be used and the charge on the condenser, aa&
therefore the wei-ht of fuel injected par stroke, varied by means of a
v rlabia resistance in series in the battery circuit. Thus, a more flex-
ible control of the weight of fuel injected can be obtained by this method
than by the method used in this investigation.
.;.
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The results of this investigation lead to the following
conclusions:
1. - That, for a constant pressure* the weight of fuel in-
jected per stroke is a function of condenser capacity, and to a
very such lesser extent* of speed;
2. - That* for the magnetic injection valve investigated*
the practical range of condenser capacities is from 600 to 1300
microfarads; and
3. - That, because of the regularity and reproducibility
of the spray* an engine equipped with magnetic injection valves
should be smoother running and more economical than an engine
equipped with Jerk-pumps,
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(1) "Hydraulic Phenomena in Fuel Injection Systems for Diesel
Seines," K. J. DeJuhase* Transactions » A.S.M.E. , November,
1937. pages 669-670.
(2) N.A.C.A. Report No. 258 (February, 1927). wSone Factors
Affecting the Reproducibility of Penetration and the Cut-
off of Oil Sprays for *fuel-inJ«ctlon Engines t " - 3. G.
Bsardsley.
(3) "Fuel Injection Mechanisms and Vibrations in Fuel Lines from
Solid Injection Diesels'1 - F. Saes.
(4) N.A.C.A. Report Ho. 224 (Annual Report, 1925). MAn In-
vestigation of the Ooefflelent of Discharge of Liquids through
Round Orifices* - W. F. Joachi*.
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Analysis of Pressure Surges In Fuel Injection Line
Beforenee J "Hydraulic Phenomena in Fuel In-
jection Systeaa for Dieeel anginas," K. J.
DeJuaase* iTanaactiona* A.3.H.-3. , November*
1937* pagjee 669-670.
a> pressure of 3500 lbe/en. inch, » speed of 1100 injectiona
per minute, and a oondenaer capacity of 600 microfarads
Let aoo-uatleal velocity of oil* a « 4700 ft/aee
modulus of elasticity of oil* k m 384*000 lbs/in^
coefficient of diach ur©a of nosale* JJl « .6
apeeiflo gravity of oil* t * .8644
fa.1 Urn te*h. 1 - 7 inch.. - |^ ft
internal dlaneter of f*ml line* D « .06 inches
magnetic Injection vaire orifice dlaneter* d .022 inchea
tan a/ w •* aoc ^•"•hst* » 60*4
a 4700
&• ti&TllZ * .000248 aeeonda
a 4700
At a pressure of 2fi00 los/sq. inch, a eondenaer cap-city of 600 mlcro-
farada* and 1100 injections/minute, oertod of injection la 6,8° or
•00118 aeeonda
p c * o lbs/so. Inch gage
A
"M^x 62.4 •^8644x62.4
T tt/4 (.06)2 " #W4
[£ « .134 x 7.87 fp~ - 1.057 ff
'*a*C6c) a«OAq »TB9X
Mill ttM : >..;. \m t$mp * idttii .'«\fltfj OOH !••) MNMM* ^ aou** I
•J&fcW.loimlu «M»tac* » Am itftmin **q
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Reference - "Principles of Alternating Currents" - Lawrence,









£ w .4 ohms L = 3.25 x 10 henries C ej 1300 microfarads
t (seconds) i (amperes) t (sec) 1 (amps,) t (see.) 1 (asps.)
.0001 6.92 .0007 28.00 .0015 17.72
.0002 12.90 .0008 28.85 .0017 12.40
.0003 18.10 .0009 28.75 .0019 7.19
.0004 21.95 .0010 27.90 .0022 .49
.0005 24.95 .0011 26.55 .002225
.0006 27.10
bore circuit
.0013 22.65 .0025 (-) 4.24
Tor the al




H a .4 ohms L a 3. 25 x 10~* henries C « 600 aicrofnrads
UJ * 2179 n 615.5 ^ « 33.9
t (seconds) i (amperes) t (sec.) 1 (amps. ) t (see.) 1 (amp
• 0001 6.89 .0007 21.65 .0015 (-) 1.73
.0003 17.12 .0009 18.03 .0017 (-) 6.36
,0004 20.00 .0010 15.05 .0019 (-) 8.85
.0005 .05 .0011 11.67 .00 (-) 8.72
.0006 88.60 .0013
.00144







atm/'lo-wlB 006X m i»X*i:9/{ *~QZ x 3£.£ » J MflHP fr«
(.see) t | .;.ifi ) + U*?«|fts) 1 (aJtawMt
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R = 6 ohms L m 3.25 x 10 henries C = 1300 microfarads
UJ * 1232 |j « 923 f* = 59.9
t (seconds) i (amperes) t (sec.) i (amps.) t (sec.) i (amps.)
,0001 6.71 .0007 23.75 .0015 14.40
.0003 15.96 .0009 23.35 .0020 5.92
.0005 20.78 .0010 22.40 .002545
28.
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